The Conway-Maxwell Poisson (CMP) regression is a popular model for count data due to its ability to capture both under dispersion and over dispersion. However, CMP regression is limited when dealing with complex nonlinear relationships. With today's wide availability of count data, especially due to the growing collection of data on human and social behavior, there is need for count data models that can capture complex nonlinear relationships. One useful approach is additive models. However, there has been no additive model implementation for CMP. To fill this void, we first propose a flexible estimation framework for CMP regression based on iterative reweighed least squares (IRLS) and then extend this model to allow for additive components using smoothing splines. Because CMP belongs to the exponential family, convergence is guaranteed for IRLS and it is more efficient than the numerical optimization. We illustrate the usefulness of this approach through extensive simulation studies and using real data from a bike sharing system in Washington, DC.
Introduction

Motivation
Count data have become popular outcome variables in studies in various areas, especially due to the growing availability of data on human and social behavior. One example is bicycle sharing programs, which have received increasing attention in recent years and have spread in many cities around the world. Growing concerns about global climate change, energy security and excessive motorization have led the widespread adoption of sustainable transportation strategies (Shaheen et al. 2010) . The principle of bike sharing is simple: Individuals use bicycles whenever needed without the cost and responsibilities of bike ownership. Bike sharing programs typically cover bike purchase, maintenance, parking, and storage responsibilities. Therefore, there is a need for bike sharing programs to effectively understand the factors that influence demand so that they can better maintain inventory, schedule repairs, and manage resources.
Many external factors influence bike demand including weather conditions, holidays, and working hours. Modeling bike sharing data therefore requires modeling time series of count data. The most commonly used regression models for cross-sectional count data are Poisson regression and Negative-Binomial regression. In addition, the Conway-Maxwell Poisson distribution (CMP) has gained increasing popularity for its flexibility and ability to handle both over-and under-dispersed data. Revived by Shmueli et al. (2005) , CMP is a two-parameter generalization of the Poisson, Bernoulli, and Geometric distributions.
Suppose Y is a random variable that follows a CMP distribution, then the probability mass The CMP distribution includes three well-known distributions as special cases: Poisson (ν = 1), Geometric (ν = 0, λ < 1), and Bernoulli (ν → ∞ with probability λ 1+λ
). Due to the additional parameter ν, the CMP distribution is flexible enough to handle both overdispersion (ν < 1) and under-dispersion (ν > 1) which are common in count data (Sellers & Shmueli 2010 ).
One of the major limitations of the CMP distribution is that it does not belong to the natural parameter exponential family so we cannot model the mean directly as a function of covariates, as in standard models such as Poisson and logistic regression. However, the CMP distribution belongs to the canonical parameter exponential family and thus it retains all the properties and advantages of that family.
Unfortunately, these cross sectional models are often too restrictive for modeling nonlinear relationships or time series data. At the same time, additive models are widely used for modeling nonlinear relationships such as time series (Dominici et al. 2002 , Stieb et al. 2003 ). Additive models have the advantage of being parsimonious while at the same time providing more flexibility to capture complicated relationships. However, there exist no additive model implementation for the CMP model. Existing additive model implementations are heavily dependent upon the IRLS estimation framework, which currently does not exist for CMP. In this study, we propose and implement an IRLS estimation framework for CMP and then extend that to CMP additive models.
Motivated by the need for flexible count data regression models for applications such as bike sharing, which can assist service providers in better management of their resources, we develop a CMP additive model. The outline of this paper is follows. In Section 2 we describe the background of bike sharing data, introduce a specific bike sharing dataset, and describe the CMP regression and the problems associated with IRLS implementation.
In Section 3 we develop an IRLS framework for estimating a CMP model and evaluate our proposed approach with the existing methods using an extensive simulation study. In Section 5 we use the IRLS framework to develop an additive model for CMP, and again evaluate its performance using simulation. We return to the bike sharing data and case in Section 6 and use our proposed additive model to draw valuable insights from the data.
Section 7 presents conclusions and future directions.
Background for Data and Method
Bike sharing data
Bike sharing systems can be thought of as a new generation of traditional bike rental services where the entire process that includes membership, bike rental and return has become automated. Through these systems, users are able to easily rent a bike from a particular station and return it to another location. Data collected by bike sharing systems typically include information on each trip taken (time stamps and locations of rental and return) and sometimes also information on the rider. Several datasets from real bike sharing systems are publicly available. We use the data available from Fanaee-T & Gama (2013) on rides in Washington, DC between 2011-2012. The data is available in two formats: daily and hourly number of rentals. We chose the hourly data as it is more complex and better illustrates the new models that we introduce.
The data includes information about the number of rides by casual users and regis-tered users for every hour during the years 2011 and 2012. In addition, it also includes external information such whether the hour is on a weekday, a working day or a holiday, the weather situation (clear/cloudy/rainy), temperature, and wind speed. As mentioned earlier, these external factors are considered detrimental to the demand for bikes. The full list of attributes and their descriptions is given in Table 1 . Figure 1 shows rental patterns for both casual and registered users for the months of January and April in year 2012. These two months are from two different seasons. As expected, there is a daily seasonality and with some high-demand days and some lowdemand days. Although there appears to be a trend over time, it is difficult to ascertain as such from the time plot.Our objective is to create a model that helps understand the impact of external factors on the number of rentals for both casual users and registered users. This is different from a forecasting goal (forecasting future demand), where existing Poisson additive models might be sufficiently accurate.
Next, we provide the background for CMP Regression and explain why there exists no IRLS estimation framework for CMP. We then describe our approach for an IRLS CMP and use it to develop an additive model. In Section 6 we return to the bike sharing example and explain the findings using our proposed method.
CMP Regression
Assume that we have a random sample of n observations {y i ,
, where
T with the parameter vectors λ, ν of size n. CMP regression can be formulated as
where
Using this model formulation, the log likelihood can be written as
which yields the following score equations:
where * denotes element-wise multiplication and E[·] is the mean function.
Since the derivatives of ζ do not have closed form solutions, the score equations cannot be solved as in standard GLMs such as Poisson. For this reason, the existing implementations of CMP models either use numerical gradient-based methods or MCMC, but do not use iterative re-weighted least squares (IRLS), which is the workhorse routine for estimation of all the standard GLMs. Although gradient-based methods have faster convergence rate that IRLS, they are not efficient because they use the observed information matrix, and are not robust to outliers. In contrast, the IRLS is more efficient and robust but it is relatively slower than gradient-based methods (Green 1984) .
Another advantage of the IRLS method is that modeling extensions such as additive models and lasso can be implemented easily (Yee 2007 
.
Originally, in their approach, the authors used Z = [1, . . . , 1] T and did not use a log link function for ν. Here we generalize their approach using both a log link function for ν and allowing predictors in the ln(ν) model. While this approach looks reasonable, it has the following two drawbacks:
1. WLS does not use the expected information. For example, based on the WLS formulation the information for the intercept in ln(ν) is
The value in the right hand side is the expected information for the same ln(ν) using score equations. Both these values can be equivalent asymptotically if we use W * = W/n, but not with the Sellers & Shmueli (2010) formulation.
2. The idea of combining both models into a single WLS framework is computationally attractive. However, since both β and γ are dependent on each other, updating both of them in single model is problematic especially with least squares. When we implemented this approach, most of the time the algorithm remained closer to the initial values and sometimes it chose very small values of ν irrespective of the actual ν value.
To overcome these limitations, we propose a two step IRLS algorithm that uses the expected information matrix for updates, with guaranteed convergence. Our approach also makes it easier to extend the CMP model for the estimation of additive components.
IRLS Framework for CMP
To implement the IRLS method, we must first calculate the values
and V[ln(Y !)]. We do this by calculating the cumulants.
Calculation of Cumulants
The standard way of calculating cumulants is to use the pmf. Since the pmf for the CMP distribution involves an infinite series, a simple approach is to truncate the infinite series in such a way that the error is bounded ( = 10 −6 ) Shmueli et al. (2005) .
Another way of calculating the cumulants is by using the properties of the canonical parameter of the exponential family. The t th cumulants for Y and log(Y !) can be obtained as:
There has been some research trying to approximate the Z function using a closed form expression. First, Shmueli et al. (2005) provided the following asymptotic approximation:
For higher order cumulants (order greater than 1) the cumulant generating function (CGF) has the following form:
Although this approximation is appealing theoretically it has limited practical value. To get a better approximation with the function we should have larger λ 1/ν values, i.e., larger counts.
Recently, , Gaunt et al. (2016) further improved this approximation by adding two more terms:
where A =
We use the formula in (4) and calculate the required cumulants. Define α = λ 1/ν , and
. The cumulants are defined as follows: 
From Figure 2 , which compares the approximation accuracy for different leels of λ and ν, it can be observed that the new approximation is reasonably good when λ ≥ 2 and ν ≤ 1. For this reason we use the cumulants derived from the asymptotic expression only when λ ≥ 2, ν ≤ 1 and for other values we use the pmf function to calculate cumulants with some bounding error. Although the approximation works for a limited range, this is very helpful because the asymptotic series converges very slowly when ν < 1 and this approximation eases the computational burden significantly.
Similarly, for the ln(y i !) the values are computed recursively until y i < 254 and after that Stirling's approximation is used as it is reasonably close (Abramowitz et al. 1966 ).
Two step method
Let us define u p×1 = ∂ ∂β T and v q×1 = ∂ ∂γ T . The full information matrix can be written as
Using the information matrix I, the IRLS algorithm has the following form for the m
which implies the following equations:
Each of the two equations in (5) and (6) 
This equation is nothing but WLS of X on Y with weights Σ Y . Similarly, if we fix β in equation (6) then the equation reduces to
Again this is a WLS of ν * Z on ln(Y !) with weights Σ ln(Y !) .
The two equations (7) and (8) are elegant and can be easily estimated with WLS methods. This approach is not only convenient for estimation but also helpful for generalizing to other modeling extensions such as additive models and the lasso.
Proof of Convergence of the Two-Step Method
To prove the convergence properties of our proposed two step algorithm we start with the following assumptions. Consider the parameter space Θ ∈ (0, ∞) × (0, ∞), and the likelihood function L.
The function L is uniquely maximized over D 0 for θ =θ.
(A3). Suppose that we have given parameter functions ψ i : D 0 → Θ i (i = 1, 2) and let
Then we assume that, for i = 1, 2 and θ ∈ D 0 , L is maximized uniquely by T i (θ) on the section M i (θ) and that T i (θ) is continuous on D 0 .
(A4). The point of global maximumθ is uniquely determined by the condition that it is the partial maximum along each section M i (θ).
implies θ =θ or equivalently T i (θ) = θ implies θ =θ.
Assumptions A1 and A2 are based on the fact that the CMP distribution is unimodal and it has a log-concave pmf (Gupta et al. 2014 , Steutel 1985 . The remaining assumptions A3 and A4 follow from the properties of exponential family distributions. It is well known that the marginal distributions in a regular k-variate exponential family also belong to an exponential family (Keener 2006 , Lehmann et al. 1991 . It means that in an exponential family like CMP, the estimates obtained from maximizing the marginal likelihood are the same as the estimates obtained from maximizing the full likelihood.
Theorem 1 Under assumptions A1-A4, the two step IRLS algorithm
converges toθ for any starting value in D 0 .
The proof is similar to Jensen et al. (1991) . The authors showed that under the above assumptions any partial maximization algorithm converges to true value for a given starting value.
Algorithm 1 IRLS Framework for CMP
1: Set initial values for ν (0) and
5: for i in 1:maxIter do
6:
Adjusted dependent variable:
Perform a weighted least squares regression of T
1 on X with weights W 1 = V(y)
10:
11:
Perform a weighted least squares regression of
update η
Compute
14:
if if |
Convergence achieved. Break the loop. observed that starting close to zero (for e.g ν = 0.2 or 0.5) yields satisfactory results.
Stopping Criterion
The standard IRLS algorithm uses the deviance as a stopping criterion. If the absolute relative change in the deviance is below some tolerance threshold, the algorithm stops. In general, the deviance for the i th observation is defined as:
The estimates for bothλ i,sat ,ν i,sat depend on each other and we do not have closed forms especially for the estimateν i,sat . For this reason, we consider only the term −2 (y i ;λ i ,ν i ) and use it as our stopping criterion. Since the likelihood for the saturated model is constant across all the iterations, ignoring the term (y i ;λ i,sat ,ν i,sat ) does not impact our stopping criterion. In addition, this function is monotonic and if the algorithm is converging, it will decrease with every iteration.
Step Size
It is common for IRLS to exhibit convergence problems (Marschner et al. 2011 ). To avoid non-convergence issues we used the step-halving approach as suggested by Marschner et al. (2011) . The algorithm invokes step-halving either at the boundary or if the deviance is increasing. This step-halving makes sure that the algorithm remains in the interior space which is required for convergence.
Inference
Theorem 2 Under regular conditions, the maximum likelihood estimatorsθ = (β,γ) T are consistent and asymptotically normal:
Since the algorithm estimates each parameter separately while keeping the other parameter fixed, it only provides the marginal information for the respective parameters. The conditional information matrices can be obtained by correcting the marginal information as following:
We note that the estimates for both β and γ are not independent and inferences on one parameter will be influenced by the other estimate. For most practical applications, inference on the parameter β is of primary interest and usually the parameter γ will be treated as a nuisance parameter.
Simulation Study
We conducted an extensive simulation study to evaluate the performance of our proposed IRLS algorithm in comparison to existing likelihood-based methods for estimating CMP regression model. In order to provide a clear comparison of our method with the two aforementioned likelihood-based methods, we carefully constructed a simulated data set without any large counts so that none of these methods face any convergence issues. We considered sample size n = 500 and chose 4 covariates to include in the model. The covariates are simulated from normal and uniform distributions and also allowing a mild correlation between one pair of covariates (x 1 ∼ U (0, 1), x 2 ∼ N (0, 0.5), x 3 ∼ N (0, 0.1) and x 4 = 0.2x 3 + N (0, 0.5)). using 20 bootstrap replications are reported in Table 3 . From the results, it can be observed that IRLS performs equally well to the existing likelihood-based methods, especially Opt 1 .
While the three methods are indistinguishable for the over-dispersion case (ν = 0.5), we observe that there are some clear discrepancies for the under-dispersion case (ν = 2.5 or 4). In particular, Opt 2 has some issues when there is under-dispersion in the data.
For a couple of models from our simulation study (ν = 0.5, 4) we compared the computation times of IRLS with both Opt 1 and Opt 2 with increasing sample sizes. It is well known that the convergence speed of the IRLS algorithm depends on its starting value.
We therefore take a subsample of data and then run the algorithm to get an approximated value for ν and feed it as the initial value for the estimation using the full data. We call this IRLS 2 and use IRLS 1 to denote the original algorithm which always starts at ν = 0.2.
The computation times for the four methods are shown in Figures 3 and 4 IRLS 2 starts with a ν computed from a sample model. that while Opt 2 works very fast, it has some issues when there is under-dispersion as we have already seen in the simulation results.
A CMP Generalized Additive Model
Additive models are popular due to their flexibility for modeling nonlinear relationships while maintaining simplicity in interpretation. Similar to the existing GAMs for GLMs such as Poisson and logistic regression, the GAM for CMP can be defined as
where f j (j = 1, 2, . . . , p) are the smooth functions for the p variables.
While there are multiple approaches for estimating f j (Ruppert et al. 2003 , Wood 2006 , Hastie & Tibshirani 1990 , 1986 , we considered the approach of smoothing splines. Hastie & Tibshirani (1990) developed a common framework for estimating GAMs known as the local scoring algorithm. The algorithm can be used within the IRLS framework by incorporating another inner loop to estimate smooth terms at every iteration. Similar to other GLMs, it is straightforward to implement GAM for the CMP given an IRLS algorithm. Although the existing inference procedure for GAM is partly ad-hoc, we still use this inference procedure as a starting point to illustrate the usefulness of the additive model implementation.
Each step of the local scoring consists of a back-fitting loop applied to the adjusted dependent variable. The IRLS algorithm for CMP remains the same except that instead of WLS on t 1 the local scoring is used to get the updated estimates of the smoothed functions.
In CMP, the adjusted dependent variable for the ln(λ) model is
If R is the additive fit operator, then at the convergencê
If the observations Y are i.i.d, then it is reasonable to assume that asymptotically t 1 has mean η and variance Σ −1
where R j is the matrix that produces individual component smooth functionf j from t 1 .
As mentioned in Chambers (1998) , the standard error curves for nonparametric curve estimates are derived from the sum of two variances. One variance from the parametric part and another from the nonparametric part. Although this approach is not rigorous, its computational simplicity is appealing for use with CMP. Since the estimation of CMP itself is computationally heavier than common GLMs, we prefer to use a simpler approach such as this.
For inference on the smoothing terms, the existing gam() procedure in R Software (Hastie 2016 ) uses some type of score test approximations by calculating a change in a chisquare statistic by dropping each smooth term. We use this procedure to provide inference for the CMP smooth terms.
The back-fitting method is elegant as it has the flexibility to incorporate a wide variety of smoothing methods for component estimation. However, as suggested by Wood (2006) , it is not easy to efficiently integrate the estimation of the smooth parameter into the model estimation framework. Common methods to estimate smooth parameters such as generalized cross-validation (GCV) might not work well especially with GLMs. While one could estimate the global smooth matrix for the whole model, such estimation is computationally intensive. Wood (2006) proposed the penalized smoothing spline approach which can efficiently integrate the smoothness selection criterion into the estimation framework. Since we focus only on smoothing splines in this paper, we leave the topic of penalized splines with CMP for future work.
Simulation Study
We conducted a simulation study to evaluate the usefulness of the CMP GAM for fitting non linear terms. Inspired by the four uni-variate example Gu & Wahba (1991) , Wood & Wood (2016) , we simulated data from a CMP GAM, with sample size 500, as following:
• Simulate x 1 , x 2 , x 3 and x 4 from standard uniform U [0, 1] distribution.
• Consider the functions f 1 = sin(πx), f 2 = exp(x), f 3 = 0.02x
and f 4 = x.
• Calculate f = af 1 (x 1 ) + bf 2 (x 2 ) + cf 3 (x 3 ), where a, b, c are pre-specified constants.
• Set λ = exp(f ) and simulate data for a fixed ν.
To provide a comprehensive comparison we choose two different values of ν = {0.5, 2.5} which capture both over and under dispersion scenarios. While the constants a, b, c are set to 0.2, 0.5, −0.5 respectively for ν = 0.5, they are set to 1, 1, 1 for ν = 2.5.
We also considered a POISSON GAM and a CMP regression model for comparison with the CMP GAM. We used the gam() function in R (Hastie 2016) to estimate the Poisson GAM. For each of the two scenarios (ν = {0.5, 2.5}) we used 20 bootstrap replications and counted the significance levels for each nonparametric term in the model. We also recorded and compared their AIC. While the model equation for an additive model is
, where s(·) is the smooth function, the model for the CMP regression is y ∼ x 1 + x 2 + x 3 + x 4 without any smooth functions for covariates.
The simulation results are summarized in Table 4 . The top table (a) describes the results for ν = 0.5 and the bottom table (b) describes the results for ν = 2.5. For the Table   (a) , from the AIC values it can be seen that the CMP GAM has better fit than both the Poisson GAM and the CMP regression. Comparing the significance levels for both additive models, the Poisson GAM exhibits higher levels of significance than the CMP GAM. This indicates that the Poisson GAM is not able to control for the over dispersion in the data.
Ideally, the CMP regression would not produce significance levels for any of the coefficients because of the nonlinear terms in the true model. However, it can be observed that x 2 is significant and this is because the function f 2 = exp(x 2 ) is approximately equal to 1 + x 2
(because x 2 ∈ [0, 1]). It is also worth noting that while x 4 is not part of the true model, the
Poisson GAM identified it as significant while it is insignificant in the other two models.
Similarly, we can interpret the results from Table 4 We return to the bike sharing application described in Section 2, using the hourly data.
We considered the following model for both counts of casual and registered users:
ln(λ) = β 0 + β 1 hour + β 2 holiday + β 3 weekday + β 4 weathersit+ s(atemp) + s(hum) + s(windspeed) + s(day)
Since the attributes atemp and temp are highly correlated, we included only atemp in the model. We kept control variables such as holiday and weathersit as parametric terms and included other continuous variables of interest such as hum and windspeed as nonparametric components.
For this study we have only considered the January 2012 data. The same analysis can be repeated for every month or for every season. Since we have two outcome variables of interest we fit two models to this data. The first model is for the number of hourly rentals for registered users and the second model is for the number of hourly rentals for casual users.
For the sake of comparison we also fit a Poisson GAM. The coefficient significance results are described in Tables 5 and 6 . For brevity we did not include the coefficient significance results for the parametric components as they are all significant and similar across both the CMP and Poisson additive models. However, for the nonparametric components, the results are different for the CMP and Poisson GAMs. From Table 5 (model for registered users), it can be observed that while the Poisson GAM declared all the variables as significant, the CMP GAM only considered day as significant. Since the data is highly over dispersed, as can be observed from the large negative value for γ 0 (< 0 over dispersion; > 0 under dispersion), the CMP GAM fit is better than the Poisson fit. The AIC value for CMP GAM is almost one third of that from the Poisson GAM, thereby emphasizing the need for the more flexible CMP additive model.
Similar results are seen in the Table 6 which models the number of rentals for casual users. Again, in the Poisson GAM declared all the variables are significant, while in the CMP GAM atemp is insignificant. Similar to the registered users case, the data is highly over dispersed. These results therefore also highlight potential inference errors when fitting a Poisson additive model in the case of data with excessive dispersion.
To provide a more meaningful interpretation we use partial plots. The partial plots for Finally, from an actual model fit perspective, both CMP and Poisson additive models perform reasonably well. Figure 7 compares fitted values and residuals from both models.
The RMSE values are given in Tables 5 and 6 . We see that for both registered and casual user models the CMP and Poisson fitted values are close to the actual values. In fact, the CMP additive model slightly outperforms the Poisson additive model. This is also evident from the residual plots. The identical performance of the two models in terms of fitted values is expected. However, if the prediction intervals are required, the results would be different from both models, as the CMP interval would account for the over-or under-dispersion by creating wider or narrower intervals, respectively Sellers & Shmueli (2010) .
In summary, the CMP additive model can be a valuable addition for modeling count data. Despite its drawbacks, the CMP model is very flexible as it can handle both over dispersion and under dispersion which existing methods fail to handle. Although the bike sharing data did not exhibit under-dispersion, there are plenty of data sets that do. Moreover, when the researcher does not know the dispersion type (over or under) prior to modeling, CMP is a safe option.
Conclusions and Future Directions
We introduced a flexible estimation framework for estimating a CMP regression model that is based on the IRLS approach. This framework allows CMP to join other existing GLMs where IRLS is used for efficient estimation as well as for various modeling enhancements.
This framework can be further developed to extend methods such as the Lasso.
While the IRLS algorithm for CMP is computationally intensive compared to an ordinary Poisson model, the computation time can be reduced by suitably parallelizing some of the computations such as the calculation of cumulants. Such parallel computing will be beneficial especially with large samples.
In this work we explored fitting additive models with smoothing splines. It is well known that the back fitting approach does not incorporate a smoothness selection criterion into the model estimation framework. It requires the user to manually fit different models for different values of the smoothing parameters. This process is computationally intensive SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL R-package We created an R-package (cmp) with all the methods developed in the paper.
The package is available on github and can be installed by running the following R code:
require(devtools) install github("SuneelChatla/cmp") require(cmp)
